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you find as true as I do: NEVER HAVE YOUR HEAD 
TURNED BY GARLIC CONVENIENCE PRODUCTS!!! 
Lord knows, over the years I’ve tried hundreds of them, 
always looking for that short cut around the never-neat 
peel-and-chop process with fresh garlic. Garlic in a glass 
jar, garlic in oil, minced garlic in oil, etc., etc., until the 
day came when I accepted the peeling and chopping of 
fresh garlic as an eternal given in my cooking life.

     About five years ago, another day came.....the day 
that Garlic Gold products showed up at my door. I 
was skeptical, of course.....but my eye was caught by a 
product called Garlic Gold Nuggets, Organic ($4.45, for 
2.1oz).....which had exactly the look of the fresh garlic 
bits I brown up to toss with pasta and other things. I’d 
never seen convenience garlic in this form before. Could 
it be......? Yes it could..... Very definitely yes. It was! 
These guys were scrumptious, very fresh-tasting, a lot 
like what I make myself. And all I had to do was screw 
open a jar! I’m telling you the raw, honest truth.....I use 
‘em all the time.

     I did a little research, and found out that this southern 
California company, Garlic Gold, started in 2002, when 
Rinaldo Brotuco helped his 8th-grade son with a school 
economics project: creating a business plan. They chose 
to focus on Rinaldo’s home-made garlic nuggets. They 
created a prototype: crunchy, toasted nuggets mixed 
with a bit of cold-pressed organic extra-virgin olive oil. 
Then they saw the light! The business launched, they 
expanded to two more products (a very good Garlic 
Gold Oil, $9.95 for 250ml, and an excellent Garlic Gold, 
$5.95 for 3.75 oz, the nuggets in a lot of olive oil), and, 
just this year, expanded the original “nuggets” line by 
adding three new flavors.

     Once again, these guys surprised the hell out of me. 
All of these new products have the same integrity of the 
original—and, in the scary world of added flavor, each 
one has an exciting additional profile, not at all artificial 
tasting. I can see literally thousands of uses.

     The Garlic Gold Sea Salt Nuggets ($5.45 for 2.3 
oz) is fantastic: there’s a great, bracing saltiness, and, if 
you toss with oiled pasta, nothing extra is needed!

     I’m astounded by the Garlic Gold Italian Herb 
Nuggets ($5.45 for 1.6 oz): how many dried-herb preps 
in little jars taste appealing? This one does!—kind of like 
the great oregano sprinkled over a pizza at a good pizza 
parlor.

     Lastly, there’s the one I had least hope for: the Garlic 
Gold Parmesan Nuggets ($5.45 for 2.2 oz). Now, we 
all know that “Parmesan” ain’t likely to be Parmigiano-
Reggiano, and the taste ain’t likely to be great. Garlic 

This Mt. Vikos mind-blower is perhaps the first com-
mercial artichoke preparation I’ve ever had that really 
seems as if you’d just made it in your kitchen from fresh 
artichokes! Visual description first: it’s a messy clutter 
of coarsely chopped artichoke pieces, with a strew of 
herbs, kind of yellow-ish green, held together by an oily 
paste, looking something like a white clam sauce. Again, 
the texture blows me out: the artichoke pieces really 
chew like freshly-cooked artichoke. Then comes the fla-
vor. My oldest daughter hit on something great while 
we were tasting: “Dad,” she said....”this tastes like tea!” 
And I realized...the taste of a fresh steamed artichoke is 
related to the taste of fresh-brewed black tea. This stuff 
is so artichoke-y it made us realize what artichokes taste 
like! I also love the lemon-dill flavors surrounding the 
artichoke-ness. One caveat, however: eat fast after open-
ing, because true artichoke taste is ephemeral.....

     Lastly, the top of the line for me is the Mt. Vikos 
Roasted Eggplant Spread. OK, je suis auberginist .....I 
LOVES my eggplant! But prejudice removed, I still think 
this product is the crowning glory in the line. For start-
ers, Mt. Vikos has hit the ideal consistency here: the 
bulky red-orange mix (red from peppers and sun-dried 
tomatoes) is chunkier than some baba ganouj, but more 
puréed than caponata. I love spooning it mainline (right 
into my mouth), or spreading it on bread, either way 
discovering the chewy chunks within the velvet paste; 
it has weight, lushness, oiliness, gravitas. It also has the 
kind of sublime cooked flavor you get when eggplant 
hits hot oil, and a terrific, subtle smokiness. And, lurk-
ing in the background, is the brio of red wine vinegar, 
lifting an already lifted creation.

     These winners have a great shipping story, too: they 
don’t need refrigeration until after they’re opened, mak-
ing transport ultra-easy! I can’t imagine how this much 
vividness gets into a non-refrigerated vegetable prod-
uct....but Mt. Vikos has cracked the nut.

     Here’s another company I wrote about a few years 
ago that has recently introduced some new products. In 
this case my purpose is, yes, to tell you about the new 
ones.....but also to insist you get the old ones, which 
have become absolute staples in my pantry!

     Let’s start with this truism that I’m sure many of 
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Gold defies again! OK....so this doesn’t taste exactly like 
Parmigiano-Reggiano—but in tandem with the garlic, it 
tastes very, very good, in a very comfort-food way! A 
perfect sprinkle, say, for fettuccine tossed in butter.

     I am not a convenience product guy.....but with con-
venience this powerful, and a level of quality so surpris-
ingly high.....I do make exceptions!

     

Lastly.....and as a bit of forspeis for the very next 
article......I must tell you that I have entered BBQ sauce 
heaven. A very tasteful friend from East Texas (who’s 
about to become an exalted Master of Wine!) recent-
ly told me all about her favorite BBQ sauce, the one 
she grew up with in the Lone Star State. I procured a 
sample.....and.....dang if her palate for BBQ sauce ain’t as 
good as her palate for Gevrey-Chambertin!

     Seems that 40 years ago or so, in East Texas, a lo-
cal boy named Roland Lindsey developed a hang for 
smokin’ meat. He pursued his skill, and his passion, into 
nearly 20 BBQ restaurants all over his part of Texas. 
I’m thinkin’ of flying down there myself, for a personal 
inspection. For the moment, though.....I’m just gonna 
have to do with his BBQ sauce.....which he will happily 
ship to you in a 64-oz. plastic jug (larger sizes also avail-
able!).

     Gotta tell ya: this Bodacious stuff is one of the most 
complex BBQ sauces I’ve ever tasted (I knew my friend 
the wine maven wouldn’t go for something simple!) It 
is a runny (but fairly thick) reddish-brown, manifesting 
the tomato ketchup that is its #1 ingredient. But what 

goes in after that really makes the difference—principal-
ly Worcestershire sauce, some very prevalent mustard, 
and spices with a celery seed kind of kick. The result 
is somewhere between the Caribbean, Baltimore, South 
Carolina and east Texas—in the liveliest, most harmoni-
ous way. It has just enough sugar, just enough vinegar, 
just enough salt, and just enough heat. I love it as a fin-
ishing sauce on barbecue; it is mega-killer on a brisket 
sandwich. But I also have mopped up with it.....and it 
changes character over heat! It’s great on proteins, soon 
before they come out of the pit, or off the grill—when it 
warms to an even more reduced, sexy complexity.

     My biggest surprise came in a frying pan, with chick-
en (don’t ask.....it came about because I was testing mul-
tiple things at the same time). I sautéed some skin-on, 
bone-in chicken thighs in medium-hot olive oil, until 
they were cracklin’-brown on the skin side. Then I slath-
ered ‘em with Bodacious on both sides, and cooked 
over medium heat until done, another 15 minutes or so, 
turning a few times. Just before serving, I applied anoth-
er slath.....and the result was some of the best sautéed 
chicken ever! The remarkable thing was that all sweet-
ness seemed to disappear, and a more subtle character 
evolved, not to mention a gorgeous golden-brown.

     NOTE: Now, Bodacious also sent me a bag of some-
thing called Bar-B-Que Spice, a pink-orange sprinkle 
with a salt consistency and more than a few sparkles.  
Of course I tried it on non-sauced chicken in the same 
pan, and found that its rather pronounced sweetness 
causes lots of caramelization. It contains no artificial pre-
servatives, though the “granulated garlic” gives it a bit of 
a pantry taste. Nevertheless, it is lively, well-blended.....
and I’m tellin’ ya about it because I intend to exper-
iment with it further. I thought that if you’re buying 
some of the spectacular BBQ sauce, you might want to 
do the same.

BODACIOUS BAR-B-QUE SAUCE
($20 for a 64-oz. jug, the smallest size available, 
plus shipping)4
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I
have such positive memories of corn-on-the-
cob, with such powerful emotion attached.

 I’ll never ever forget the August day, some 
twenty-five years ago, when I was in search of 
country food in northern Quebec. I went there 

for the gorgane, their famous broad bean; I went 
for the bluets, their storied late-summer blueberries; 
most of all, I went for the ouananiche, the succu-
lent land-locked jumping salmon only found in Lac 
St. Jean, not far from Chicoutimi. Having caught one 
myself (an eight-pounder!), and having been invited 
to a real local dinner (including the salmon!) by the 
fisherman who took me out on the lake, I was antici-
pating one of the great gastro-experiences of my life. 

And I got it. Beans, salmon, blueberries all were great. But I 
had no warning concerning the food that would ultimately 
steal the show: simple ears of local corn, each large ear bi-
zarrely dense (like a cosmetic dentistry patient who seems 
to have acquired too many teeth), impossibly gilded, light 
and bursting with juice, meaty-succulent at the same time, 
each bite a slab of earthy goodness falling off the cob and 
crashing into your mouth like a turbulent dream in Incep-
tion. 
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to focus on Rinaldo’s home-made garlic nuggets. They 
created a prototype: crunchy, toasted nuggets mixed 
with a bit of cold-pressed organic extra-virgin olive oil. 
Then they saw the light! The business launched, they 
expanded to two more products (a very good Garlic 
Gold Oil, $9.95 for 250ml, and an excellent Garlic Gold, 
$5.95 for 3.75 oz, the nuggets in a lot of olive oil), and, 
just this year, expanded the original “nuggets” line by 
adding three new flavors.

     Once again, these guys surprised the hell out of me. 
All of these new products have the same integrity of the 
original—and, in the scary world of added flavor, each 
one has an exciting additional profile, not at all artificial 
tasting. I can see literally thousands of uses.

     The Garlic Gold Sea Salt Nuggets ($5.45 for 2.3 
oz) is fantastic: there’s a great, bracing saltiness, and, if 
you toss with oiled pasta, nothing extra is needed!

     I’m astounded by the Garlic Gold Italian Herb 
Nuggets ($5.45 for 1.6 oz): how many dried-herb preps 
in little jars taste appealing? This one does!—kind of like 
the great oregano sprinkled over a pizza at a good pizza 
parlor.

     Lastly, there’s the one I had least hope for: the Garlic 
Gold Parmesan Nuggets ($5.45 for 2.2 oz). Now, we 
all know that “Parmesan” ain’t likely to be Parmigiano-
Reggiano, and the taste ain’t likely to be great. Garlic 

This Mt. Vikos mind-blower is perhaps the first com-
mercial artichoke preparation I’ve ever had that really 
seems as if you’d just made it in your kitchen from fresh 
artichokes! Visual description first: it’s a messy clutter 
of coarsely chopped artichoke pieces, with a strew of 
herbs, kind of yellow-ish green, held together by an oily 
paste, looking something like a white clam sauce. Again, 
the texture blows me out: the artichoke pieces really 
chew like freshly-cooked artichoke. Then comes the fla-
vor. My oldest daughter hit on something great while 
we were tasting: “Dad,” she said....”this tastes like tea!” 
And I realized...the taste of a fresh steamed artichoke is 
related to the taste of fresh-brewed black tea. This stuff 
is so artichoke-y it made us realize what artichokes taste 
like! I also love the lemon-dill flavors surrounding the 
artichoke-ness. One caveat, however: eat fast after open-
ing, because true artichoke taste is ephemeral.....

     Lastly, the top of the line for me is the Mt. Vikos 
Roasted Eggplant Spread. OK, je suis auberginist .....I 
LOVES my eggplant! But prejudice removed, I still think 
this product is the crowning glory in the line. For start-
ers, Mt. Vikos has hit the ideal consistency here: the 
bulky red-orange mix (red from peppers and sun-dried 
tomatoes) is chunkier than some baba ganouj, but more 
puréed than caponata. I love spooning it mainline (right 
into my mouth), or spreading it on bread, either way 
discovering the chewy chunks within the velvet paste; 
it has weight, lushness, oiliness, gravitas. It also has the 
kind of sublime cooked flavor you get when eggplant 
hits hot oil, and a terrific, subtle smokiness. And, lurk-
ing in the background, is the brio of red wine vinegar, 
lifting an already lifted creation.

     These winners have a great shipping story, too: they 
don’t need refrigeration until after they’re opened, mak-
ing transport ultra-easy! I can’t imagine how this much 
vividness gets into a non-refrigerated vegetable prod-
uct....but Mt. Vikos has cracked the nut.

     Here’s another company I wrote about a few years 
ago that has recently introduced some new products. In 
this case my purpose is, yes, to tell you about the new 
ones.....but also to insist you get the old ones, which 
have become absolute staples in my pantry!

     Let’s start with this truism that I’m sure many of 

GARLIC GOLD, SEVEN OAKS RANCH  
(various prices under $10 for various products in 
this line)3


